ALLAN GRAY OFFSHORE PLATFORM

When is the right time to go offshore?
The reality is that the Rand is one of the most volatile currencies
in the world - and looking back, it seems the more obvious
answer would be - when not to invest offshore.
But there are so many complexities to understand
- the movement of the rand – and then so many other factors
that need to be in place for there to be perfect alignment of the
timing of any investment.
We think it makes much more sense to get started when your circumstances allow them and adopt a long-term,
consistent strategy – as you do with your local investments.
With the relaxation in exchange controls, and the concerns around the local economy - offshore investing has become
and will become a greater part of our investing psyche. But given the enormous difficulty of timing the rand, we
decided to test the theory to see how much of a fixation this should really be.
If you need convincing as to why timing the rand may not be as important as you think, consider our case study.
Investor 1, Charlie, first bar on the left - made the decision to invest regularly, putting away R1 000 a month for 22
years.
Investor 2, John, wanted to invest once a year at the most favourable exchange rate, but sadly always got his timing
wrong, thus investing an amount of R12 000 at the worst exchange rate every year for 22 years.
Investor 3, Claire, took the same approach as investor 2, but she got it right - investing at the strongest exchange rate
every year, for 22 years.
The results here for our three investors were quite predictable – investing at the best possible exchange rate obviously
got investor 3 the best results.
However, while Claire won the race, the range of outcomes was narrower than most investors would have expected –
if you look at the differences in return.

Two messages to take away from this.
No one is as clever as Claire, not even Claire - so this number is entirely not achievable.
But you do want to avoid being the worst, so the best approach seems not to time the rand and just take a consistent
approach, be it monthly or annually or whatever works for you and you should benefit from rand-cost averaging over
time.

How can I get offshore exposure?

Local platform

Direct, via AGOS

Direct with MANCO

R20 000

US$1 500 or R20 000

US$50 000

Manager or Life Co allowance

Individuals allowance

Individuals allowance

No probate

No probate

Probate applies

Tax clearance may be required

Tax clearance may be required

There are 3 ways to invest offshore through Allan Gray
Rand-denominated unit trusts on the local platform, directly offshore via the platform, or directly offshore with a
management company such as Orbis or AG Australia.
1. If you use the local platform and use rand-denominated feeder funds:
- You will make use of the investment managers offshore allowance – which is also limited by exchange control
the SARB currently allows for 40% of a fund manager’s retail assets to be invested offshore in addition to 10%
in Africa. Therefore, your ability to make use of rand-denominated funds will depend on the managers capacity
2. The second option is investing directly offshore via the AGOS platform:
- Clients would use their own foreign allowance – either convert funds into foreign currency using an authorized
dealer or if within their SDA we can assist with the conversion.
- Currently individual limits are - R1 mil without tax clearance and an additional R10 m which require tax
clearance
3. The third option is investing directly offshore using offshore managers directly:
- Again, clients would use their own allowance
- The minimums are usually much higher versus a local platform, but an admin fee is unlikely
No probate is required for the first 2 options – but you may run into probate issues on the 3rd option

Platform minimums

Considerations when using Rands to invest via our offshore platform
 Clients will need to make use of their SDA of R1m granted by the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) per
calendar year to South African residents 18 years or older. It is each client’s responsibility to ensure that they
do not exceed their R1m SDA limit, across all their foreign spend, which includes monetary gifts, loans, foreign
travel expenses, maintenance and offshore credit.
 We will facilitate currency conversions through an authorised dealer.
 Conversions will take place daily at a predetermined time and clients will not be notified of the exchange rate
before the investment is finalised. For funds that trade weekly, such as Orbis, the exchange rate conversion will
take place on the business day before the fund trades.
 We will not charge an additional administration fee for the conversion, but the exchange rate will include the
authorised dealer’s spread.

New reduced admin fees
New fees for Offshore pricing that will go live on 1 December 2020
Standard (All 3rd party funds)
Old fees for investments on our platform:




0.5% p.a. for the first US$400 000
0.2% p.a. for the amount above US$400 000

New fees for investments on our platform: (Highlighted in green below)





0.5% p.a. for the first US$200 000
0.2% p.a. for the next US$800 000
0.1% p.a. for the amount above US$1m

Orbis & Allan Gray funds
Old fees for investments on our platform:




0.3% p.a. for the first US$1.2m
0.2% p.a. for the amount above US$1.2m

New fees for investments on our platform: (Highlighted in green below)





0.3% p.a. for the first US$600 000
0.2% p.a. for the next US$400 000
0.1% p.a. for the amount above US$1m

Note – All fee percentages are excluding VAT and all US$ amounts can be converted to other foreign currency equivalents.
* Applies to the clean-priced Orbis and Allan Gray funds on the offshore platform.
The below graph illustrates the impact of the current fee structure vs the new fee structure that will be implemented from 1
December 2020. The fee p.a. below includes VAT. Standard fees now reduce once an investors AUM exceeds US$200 000, the
fees reduce further at US$1m. Fees for Orbis and Allan Gray Funds now reduce earlier at US$600 000, the fee structure matches
the standard fees from this point onwards.

TAX CONSIDERATIONS
Capital gains tax on offshore investments
When dealing with assets that have been purchased or sold in a foreign currency, we are required to determine the capital
gains and losses in Rands. However, the tax treatment differs between feeder funds and investing directly offshore.
Feeder funds
Gain/loss is calculated by change in unit price, which includes the gain/loss in the foreign currency movement.
Direct offshore
For an individual and trusts – work out the gain in the foreign currency and then convert to Rands at the rate applying in the
year of disposal. This removes the gain/loss from the forging currency movement.

Investment

R/US$

Unit price

Investment (US$)

At investment

R100

R10

US$1

US$10

At sale

R400

R20

US$2

US$20

Capital gains

In a feeder fund

Direct offshore

Disposal

R400

US$20

Less investment

(R100)

(US$10)

Capital gain

R300 gain

US$10 gain
Taxed on R200 gain

Which is more beneficial?
Rand weakens – direct offshore
Rand strengthens – rand denominated offshore

What happens at death?
Death taxes in South Africa (Estate Duty)
An investment through the Allan Gray Offshore platform: What are the implications at death?
Investments made though the Allan Gray Offshore Platform are classified as foreign assets. However, as the units are
held by Allan Gray on behalf of clients, foreign unit trust managers do not have any records of the underlying unit
owner (i.e. your client details). There is therefore no need to apply for probate in the jurisdiction where the assets are
situated. Allan Gray will act on the instructions of an executor with valid letters of executorship (or their equivalent)
and redeem the value of the investment.
If you have included the investment in a foreign Will your foreign executor will require a grant of probate or the
equivalent.
Do the funds need to be repatriated or can it be transferred to a beneficiary?
An investment on AGOS does not have to be repatriated on the death of the investor, if:


there is enough liquidity in the estate and we receive an instruction from the executor to transfer the
investment into a new AGOS (either in the name of a spouse or another beneficiary that is not a minor) – as
stipulated in the client’s will



We receive the necessary SARB approval to transfer the funds to the beneficiary (SARB approval is only
required when transferring to an individual resident in SA from an exchange control perspective) – when
transferring to a foreign individual then no SARB approval is needed). Also bear in mind that country
restrictions might apply to certain foreign investors.



We are able to accommodate an internal transfer ie. From the existing AGOS account to the new AGOS
account – this would trigger a CGT event if NOT the spouse (where the spouse is nominated – this will be
treated as a roll-over event).

What if a minor was nominated as beneficiary in the will? Can the minor keep the investment in their name?
We will allow a minor to invest, as long as they have the necessary approval from SARB to retain the assets inherited.
There is no business rule preventing us on-boarding should the approval be provided.
The process would depend on the specifics of the will and the instruction from the executor.


If the minor inherits the assets but through a Testamentary trust, the executor would need to apply for SARB
approval for the Trust to receive and retain these foreign assets.



Should the minor be nominated directly, then the investment would fall under control of the parent or a court
appointed legal guardian. Once again the executor would need to apply for SARB approval for both retaining
foreign assets and for a minor to hold foreign assets.

What is probate?
The first step for your executor is to validate your Will through a process called Probate.
Probate is the procedure where a Will is approved by a legal authority as the valid and last Will of a deceased testator.
Once a Will has been probated by a court, everyone can rely on its authenticity.
In the case of an estate with offshore investments, an executor will need to have clarity on which authority can
proclaim a Will valid: a local authority, a court in a foreign jurisdiction or both.
When a court or legal authority in the relevant foreign jurisdiction has probated a Will, a grant of probate (or
equivalent document) is issued which authorises an executor to administer the deceased estate. The South African
equivalent of a grant of probate is letters of executorship, which are issued by the Master of the High Court. However,
if the value of the estate is below the prescribed legislated amount (currently R250 000), the Master of the High Court
may issue letters of authority instead of letters of executorship.
The implications of offshore probate
 SA estate cannot be finalised until grant of probate received
 Lengthy process (depending on jurisdiction)
 Additional costs (agent fees not capped at 3.5% excl VAT)
NOTE: Investors invested on the Allan Gray Offshore Platform need not apply for Grant of Probate due to the platform
being locally domiciled.
Will estate duty and executor’s fee apply?
There are two cost items that your estate will have to deal with after your death: Estate Duties and Executor’s Fees.
Estate Duty is levied on the estate of a deceased person and it applies t o the worldwide property of South African
residents, and South African property of non-residents (less allowable deductions). It is due within a year of your
passing and is only levied on estates above the threshold set by legislation.
For foreign assets you may have to pay additional estate and inheritance taxes in the foreign country. If South Africa
has a Double Taxation Agreement with the foreign country you may not have to pay estate tax twice.
Executor’s Fees are paid to the executor of your estate for the winding up the deceased estate and distributing its
assets. Executors Fees are payable to a South African executor if that executor administered the foreign property as
well. If the foreign property is administered by a foreign executor, no Executors Fees will be payable in South Africa. An
executor can currently charge up to 4.025% (including VAT) on the gross asset value of the deceased estate as their
fees.
Both of the above will apply to investments made through the Allan Gray Offshore Platform.

INVESTMENT
CHANGES
DomicileTEAM
concerns
The Allan Gray offshore platform is registered in SA, but are the assets really offshore?
Although Allan Gray is a locally registered company, your investment is in foreign assets and in foreign currency. The
underlying funds that the client is invested in – are all domiciled offshore.
Could Allan Gray be forced to repatriate or return investors offshore assets – should there be a major change in
exchange control legislation?
The Allan Gray Offshore Investment platform is domiciled and regulated in South Africa. As part of South African
regulation, assets are held in the name of a nominee company (Allan Gray Nominees), meaning that client money is
separate and protected if Allan Gray ever runs into financial trouble. As the Allan Gray Offshore platform is governed
by South African regulation, it will have to comply with any changes to exchange control regulation. However, it is
important to remember that beneficial ownership of the investment always remains with the individual client - not
with the platform or nominee company.
Where a client is a South African citizen, they are subject to South African exchange control legislation and
regulation. If the South African exchange control laws were to be amended to require that a South African’s
investments offshore have to be repatriated, then all South African residents and entities would be required to
comply with such regulation. Such legislation would apply irrespective of the manner in which the resident’s assets
were held offshore, namely whether the assets were held directly offshore or via a South African registered offshore
platform. Individuals with offshore domiciled investments who did not repatriate such investments would be in
breach of such legislation. Globally, governments have collectively been driving support for more transparency and
disclosure of offshore investment structures across jurisdictions. This implies that an offshore domicile may buy
clients’ time to protect themselves, but improbable to remove all forms of political risk.
We believe that a change to force repatriation could not be done arbitrarily. We would expect prior consultation by
the regulator and engagement with the investment industry and other relevant parties, and would be difficult to
enact and not bode well for perceptions about South Africa. While it is not possible for us to predict what will
happen in the future, we believe that the risk is remote and laws would be changed to require offshore assets to be
repatriated, particularly given that over the years South African exchange control regulation for individuals has been
progressively relaxed allowing South Africans to invest additional money offshore.
That said, an investment via the Allan Gray Offshore Investment platform is in foreign currency, in a fund managed
by an offshore fund manager. If a client wants to withdraw money, the proceeds can be transferred into an offshore
bank account, provided the account is registered in their name, at short notice. The platform could also be disintermediated, and the client’s units transferred directly into their own name with the offshore managers in their various
foreign jurisdictions, provided the client satisfies the offshore managers requirements to do so.

